INTRODUCTION
Two-side assembly line balancing is under the requirements of process conditions, all the operation elements which ensure to meet the operation orientation requirement assigned to each station, meanwhile the sum of each station's operation time and delay time can fulfill the requirements of takt time that try to balance the workstation's operation load. In order to solve this problem, the domestic and foreign scholars already have some studies. Bartholdi firstly put forward two-side assembly line balancing problem, using FFR(First Fit Rule) heuristic rules to help production planning. The tabu search algorithm was introduced into the first category assembly line balance optimization by Ozcan, but by limitation of algorithm itself, both accuracy are not high. Kim used genetic algorithms to solve assembly line balancing. Anass proposed a colony algorithm for solving two-side assembly, but test solving needs a long time. This paper improved genetic algorithm which the search process is only in feasible solution space, and then apply it in the automotive interior assembly line balancing problem.
GETTING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE FIRST CATEGORY TWO-SIDE ASSEMBLY MATHEMATICAL MODEL
For the first category of two-side assembly line balancing problem, it is sought to minimize the number of workstations within given tact time.
Assuming that I D -tasks set which assigned by operating orientation, I={1, 2, ……, N},and D=L,R,E(which means a task may be allocated to left, right or either); I j -tasks set assigned in workstation j; T j , R j and T j ', R j ' are the operation time and delay time in workstation j and j'; P(i)-tasks set before task I;Ns-numbers of opening stations; n-numbers of opening positions; X ipk -if task I assigned in station p, operation orientation is k, then the value is1,if not is 0. Objective function: min n Subject to the constraints： The task arrangements meet constraints of priority relationship If, x ipk =1,then
The task must be assigned only in one station p, among g, p=1, 2, 3……n, and g>p;
Operation time and delay time of each workstation must meet the takt time, i.e.:
Here, k is R, j'=2p; ABSTRACT: Taking an automotive interior assembly line as the research object, a mathematic model is established which include the two-side effect as constraints. An improved genetic algorithm is presented to solve the two-side assembly line balancing problem. The encoding and decoding method is designed in the algorithm. The fitness function is constructed, the initial population selection method and the choice mechanism is determined to fit the algorithm. The crossover and mutation method of the population is presented. Furthermore, the numerical result shows that the reduction of the number of workstation and a better balance rate can be obtained by proposed improved genetic algorithm which is superior to the normal one.
For any position p, T j +R j ≤ C, and T j' + R j' ≤ C (5) Task must meet the constraint of assembly operation orientation, i.e.:
Design of coding
In comparison with the one-side assembly line, twoside assembly line balancing needs to be considered not only priority work relationship, but also the operating orientation constraints, with the addition that compute the station time needs consider delay time. These all increase the difficulty of its genetic algorithm design. So starting from the work priority relationships diagram, this paper designs a new coding method. The work elements are arranged in a line according to the order of assigned to workstation. Each work element corresponds to a gene, chromosome length is the number of tasks.
Chromosome form
, In this formula the chromosome consists of n gene, z i di is No. i gene and consists of two elements, z i means No.z i work element, d i means its operating orientation. Among them, the left and right of assembly line has two values(L,R). If work element can be allocated to any side, value of d i will be selected randomly from L or R.
Initialize the population
The initial population is generated by using the random method according to the priority of the work elements. Choose the free element which has no work tasks before or have work tasks before but already assigned to the station and randomly assigned them, then refresh priority matrix until the assignment of all the work elements is finish.
Decoding and calculating fitness function
According to the characteristics of coding, make the chromosomes decoding from left to right, as following steps:
(1) Judge value of d i which determine the operating orientation of element z i and assign z i to the corresponding station.
(2) It needs to calculate the station time when every process is assigned. If the sum of task completion time current location and the next distribution process time less than or equal to the takt time, then the next distribution process continue to assigned to the station. Otherwise this station must closed, at the same time open the next station, the task will be assigned to the next corresponding position. After open one station, we need to judge whether it is the last station, if so, The rest of the process with the same orientation will be assigned to the station.
(3) Calculate the current takt time, takt time=max(station time).Compared with original takt time, if it is greater than the original, the calculation returns the second step.
(4) Circulation. The step 2and 3 will be cycled until takt time equal to lower limit takt, it means decoding is finished.
In the program of fitness function, input decoding results, and calculate the fitness function f. 
Selection
This paper uses the classic roulette wheel selection method. It is a proportional model, a kind of playback type random sample calculation method, through calculating the fitness of each individual accounts for the proportion to determine if the remain of its descendant is kept. The fitness of chromosome p is F (p), its selection probability is: (8)
Cross
For handling chromosomal crossover operation, the method of two-point crossover is used.
(1) Read a parent chromosomes F 1 and F 2 with n gene points from the initial population.
(2) Randomly generated a positive integer k in [l, n], before k-1 genes still remain the information of F 1 and F 2 .
(3) The genes between k and i make crossing, the last n-k+1 genes of F 1 will be recoding according to the order of F 2 , in a similar way, the last n-k+1 genes of F 2 will be recoded according to the order of F 1 .
(4) Cross and generate the chromosomes C 1 and C 2 which has the both similarities and differences with F 1 and F 2 .
Variation
Using the method of position variation, select the chromosome for variation according to the mutation probability.
(1) Select initial population chromosome F 1 . (4) The last n-k+1 genes of F 1 will be recoding according to the coding method, finally the variation of the chromosomes C 1 is generated.
APPLICATION EXAMPLES AND ANALYSIS
The research object is an interior trim line1 in H50 assembly line. The current monthly yield is about 12000 units, five days with by two shifts produced a week. According to the actual production situation, we found that the production line has problems as follows:
(1) The operation time delay caused by operating orientation constraints.
(2) Waste of waiting time between the processes. (3) Balance efficiency is in a lower level. Because H50 workshop has been used for more than ten years, now the plant needs to use the old workshop layout process to establish a new H55 workshop. The target is improving H50 production line and solving the problems above, one of the improvements is shorten the length of the lines.
First, we divide the work elements and confirm 92 elements. MTM(method time measurement) is used to confirm the work time of these work elements and its work time is shown in table 1. In order to realize the population initialization, it is needed to establish the corresponding assembly priority sequence chart which is shown in figure 2 . The circled number denotes task number. The number and the letter in the bracket above the circle denote operation time and operation orientation separately.
Based on the first category of two-side line balancing mathematic model, the improved genetic algorithm is used to solve the car interior trim line balancing problem. The population size is selected as 40 and the evolution algebra as 50. Through the programming software to implement the algorithm, finally we got the work element assembly sequence and distribution as shown in table 2. Table 2 shows the assembly sequence of these tasks which are ultimately meet the work task precedence relation and orientation constraints. After optimization, the number of assembly work stations reduced from 15 to 12, the balance efficiency reached to 93.3%.The effect before and after optimization is shown in table 3. Improved GA(IGA) is compared with basic GA. The results of the two optimization algorithms are shown in figure 3 . The IGA reaches almost the same level to the optimal results of basic GA with less number of iterations. This is because IGA is improved based on basic GA. 
CONCLUSION
According to the characteristics of the first category of two-side assembly line balancing problem, a corresponding mathematical model is established to describe such a balance problem. At the same time, an improved genetic algorithm is presented and applied to solve the automobile interior trim assembly line balancing problem. The improved genetic algorithm limits the search process only within feasible solution space and has less number of iterations than normal GA. The numerical results for a car interior trim line balancing problem show that the number of work stations is reduced by 3 and balancing efficiency is increased by 18.66%. The results also show that the improved genetic algorithm is feasible to the improvement of the twoside assembly balance problem and has high practical application value. It can be extended to similar application of two-side assembly areas.
